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The Luminous light is returning, birthing through 
our multidimensionality. Whether you know it 
or not, we are multidimensional beings who are 
powerful and magnificent expressions of pure 
Source. We are an integral part of universal con-
sciousness. 

As beings of light and exquisite design we have a 
beautiful and perfect infrastructure of intelligence 
that we are going to explore through the lineage 
of the Opal Rose. 

The Opal Rose is symbolic of the impulse of light 
that is birthed from the fertile depth of the Cre-
ative Mother’s Womb, Source. It is the light that 
illuminates all rays of consciousness,  of the Rose, 
of Source. 

The luminous white light of the Opal contains the 
holographic image of all colours in Oneness, all 
the lineages, teachings and mysteries, sacred to 
the Goddess.  The Rose advances and instigates 
soul integration, Oversoul integration and unity. 

It allows all the changes a person has been seek-
ing to bring it fully within themselves. It also 
guides to code the patterns of Light formations 
within the body and access their true Divinity.

This Rose lineage is connected to the Christed 
ET’s and the angelic orders such as the Venu-
sians, Elohim and the Seraphim who oversee the 
great orchestration of the Magdalene Christ sa-
cred mission upon Earth. 

The Opal Rose has a specific relationship with the  
Antakarana or rainbow bridge. The Antahkarana 
is a bridge of light connecting the physical bod-
ies, the soul and oversoul consciousness. The sil-
ver cord is the bridge of light from Source, to your 
Oversoul and then to the physical planes. 

The Opal Rose brings forth the intrinsic knowing-
ness, intuition, spiritual intelligence and knowl-
edge of our soul origin.  There is more shared on 
the soul’s map on page 9.

OPAL ROSE
LINEAGE & PROPHECY
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Opal Light
Rose

Key to the wisdom teachings of the opal Rose 
is the imparted higher knowledge passed down 
through the Rose lineage,  its Mythos and proph-
ecies.  The lineage of Inanna,  Iris , the Rainbow 
Goddess,  I x Chel,  Mayan  Moon Goddess,  White 
Buffalo Woman and Mary Magdalene. All priest-
esses and embodiments of the Goddess contain 
the strong vision,  wisdom keys and ascension 
codes of the sacred feminine way, Sophia-Christ.  

The Sophia -Christ has been fully embodied and 
harmonised through each Rose Priestess upon 
the Path, to bring balance into the planetary 
grids, vortexes and pave the way of light for the 
new generations. 

To access this powerful ancient knowledge, we 
are being summoned to integrate and anchor the 
opal white ray to ground, centre and birth a new,  
through divine remembrance, soul recall and 
sounding our visions into reality. 

Within the Opal Light dwells the Rainbow Proph-
ecy and many cultures and traditions pervading 
our planet speak of the when the peaceful war-
riors of light will once again emerge from the 
stars, waters, mountains and from the inner earth. 

The Opal Rose is a gift, a gift of reconnecting to 
the subtle pure pulse point of Source within your 
physical and etheric DNA & reality.  One of the 
gifts we will be receiving is the teachings of the 
Rainbow Bridge, the light body and our Overall 
Template. 

The Rose can act as a gentle catalyst and seed of 
communication to the source of Love within your 
inner temple. This will accompany the spiritual 
light activation of the Opal Rose, that softly opens 
the heart to unity. Spiritual light activations are an 
art and mastery of the Temple Keeper as they ac-
tivate dormant shakti,  recalibrates and aligns the 
DNA & Genome to the highest frequencies of the 
soul’s light,  soul origin and lineage. The Key fo-
cus for the Opal Rose Temple is to form a connec-
tion and communication with our light body. This 
spiritual practice is used to create sacred space to 
receive spiritual gifts, light language and oracular 
abilities, such as yoni oracle ritual. 

The Rose codes are peaceful streams of intelli-
gence that will act as the divine mothers’ amniot-
ic fluids,  (etheric) that nurture the first light/birth 
and the pure divine nature of our blueprint, ray 
and soul’s purpose. 
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This then is  the message which This  then is  the message which 
we have heard of  Him,we have heard of  Him,
and declare unto you,  that God is and declare unto you,  that God is 
Light,and in him is  no darkness Light,and in him is  no darkness 
at  al l .at  al l .

1st  Epistle  of  John (1:5)1st  Epistle  of  John (1:5)
..
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I, Mary Magdalene work with the Opal Rose to open the gates of initiation into the realms of 
deeper gnosis, light language and womb whispering. As an alchemist,  I activate the spiritual 
body of light for healing, divine remembrance and to rejuvenate the cellular structure for 
soul expansion. The Opal Rose accompanies me as I embody the Womb Rites of the 7 keys 
to heaven. It acts as the code to open the pure path of communication and wisdom between 
the womb/body and the soul/light. Contained within the lineage is the prophecies of the 
Rainbow and knowledge of our ancient ancestors. It is key when beginning our spiritual path 
to utile the etheric opal Rose. It protects, grounds and aligns the individual to its overall con-
sciousness.

“There will come a day when people of all races, colours, and creeds will put aside 
their differences. They will come together in love, joining hands in unification, to 
heal the Earth and all Her children. They will move over the Earth like a great Whirl-
ing Rainbow, bringing peace, understanding and healing everywhere they go. Many 
creatures thought to be extinct or mythical will resurface at this time; the great trees 
that perished will return almost overnight. All living things will flourish, drawing sus-
tenance from the breast of our Mother, the Earth’.

MARY MAGDALENE 
Shares

Mary Magdalene

‘Your crystal light is 
born through
the silence of the dark 
womb and into forms 
of sounds, geometric 
s, and colour scape .   
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Firstly, the Rose garland is a powerful talisman. It is a way to align to the prue 
Goddess consciouness. Through the awakening of the light force within the 
conduit and the beads themselves. The Rosary ritual offers is a beautiful con-
tainer to deeply devote to the path of Christ from the persepctive that you are 
parying with Mary ( Mother Mary) to meet with Jesus. 

 I would like you to remain open to a more have an insight into the current 
outline but please bear in mind that the creative spiritual talisman was used 
before 

lace that supports harmony, peace and love. 

When we look into the nature of this Universe and the Earth, we can begin 
to realise how everything is a mirror. Within us is a Universe, around us is a 
Universe and we are all connected.

We are connected to Mother Earth through the subtle electrical current that 
runs around the entire planet. These electrical currents are known as “Ley 
Lines” that are within the earth like DNA. 

These ley lines, vortices and portals around the Earth are all connected, for 
example, the Tor, the Star Temple is connected to Stonehenge, the Pyramids 
of Giza and Lake Titicaca. 

The Star Temple is located upon a labyrinth of Ley Lines, Masculine and Fem-
inine and there are points 

where the ley lines meet and cross. These points represent sacred union, 
which is at the heart of the Rose Teachings of Mary Magdalene and the Mag-
dalene order.  The White and Red Spring waters run under the Tor and emerge 
on chalice hill and gardens. 

Some say there is a Black spring that dwells mysteriously under the tor. Many 
connect to the well telepathically and others day they have seen it. 

Glastonbury, also known as the Sacred Isle of Avalon, or Isle of Apples, and 
also the Isle of the Dead. The reason for this is the perfect axes, alignment 
and energetic grids on which Tor has been created.  The Tor is an incredible 
and powerful star temple that can lead us to the Underworld,  ruled by the 
black Goddess, The Black Madonna and Morgan ley Fey, Queen of the Dead.  
It is a sacred sanctuary of the Black Rose.  Mary Magdalene walked upon this 
land sharing her teachings of the rose to circles of Priestesses,   anchoring the 
codes of love, wisdom and truth within the waters and the Star Temple. . 

 I invite you to connect,  with the guidance of Mary Magdalen, to the Isle of Ava-
lon in particular to the Star Temple  (The Tor)  during this Black Rose Gateway . 
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As we move through a process of spiritual awakening,  upon the path of the Rose, we are being invited to 
transform and to awaken our Divine Blueprint,  further.   As part of the Teachings of the Opal Rose you will 
receive a Rainbow Body Light Activation to ignite the Antahkarana or Rainbow bridge.  Deepening personal 
knowledge of the soul’s origin.  The antahkarana is a Sanskrit term. In Eastern philosophy it is the name 
given to the bridge that connects the lower mind with the higher mind (mind of the soul). I perceive it as a 
link from our lower physical blueprint to our higher soul levels of consciousness.  Through this activation, 
an individual is able to realise the soul’s profound nature, love and wisdom so as to ground and root more 
profoundly into the soul’s highest purposes.  In this way,  the antahkarana is a communication conduit of 
Opalescent Rainbow light.

The thread of the rainbow bridge is a golden spiral path back to our Source (Oversoul) where the So-
phia-Christ Consciousness begins,  from whence we came. The Oversoul is our individualised aspect of Pure 
Source/Spirit or Goddess. The Oversoul is the I Am Presence.  Each Oversoul has a particular harmonics, 
geometries and ray. The Oversoul contains the 13 octave,  12 parts emulate out of the oversoul giving birth 
to 12 further individualised rays/stars/aspects called higher selves. 

These Aspects are made of masculine and feminine the Twin Soul Light. The 13th Aspects is the oversoul 
consciousness that can be perceived as the Christ or Jeshua, who has a circle of 12 disciples encircling him, 
Christ being the 13th. This formation echoes the pristine temple of our Souls structure and temple.   The 
Oversoul signifies the Genome or Great Temple which is the sacred intelligence for making and maintaining 
your original blueprint. It is written in an energetic code called DNA which has 12 strands. Mirroring the 12 
emanations of the oversoul consciousness.  The 12 stars/aspects or higher selves are present in many differ-
ent realities that exist simultaneously. In truth we are exquisite D I V I N E and incredible Light Beings who are 
expanding universal oneness through our creative and omnipresence.  

“A fun model, (see page 10)  to use to explain the relationship between an oversoul and the related souls is the image at the right. If 
one has 13 spheres, all exactly the same size, 12 of the spheres will fit perfectly around the 13th sphere in the centre. Each of the 12 
peripheral spheres is in direct contact with the central 13th sphere. So, in this model, the centre sphere would represent the oversoul, 
and each of the 12 peripheral spheres would represent a soul that is an integral part of the “oversoul cluster”.

For some, this is a very soul expanding concept but an important part of remembering your divinity and the 
quantum path of the Rose.  The Oversoul and the 13 Stars of Sophia is your soul’s map. The Rainbow bridge 
is the connection and communication bridge to activate the stargate which is your oversoul, your pure sov-
ereign multidimensional self. 

Oversoul Map & the
Rainbow bridge
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“The body of  l ight  is  a spiritual  term for the non-physical “The body of  l ight  is  a spiritual  term for the non-physical 
body associated with enlightenment.  It  is  known by many body associated with enlightenment.  It  is  known by many 
names in different spiritual  traditions,  such as “the resur-names in different spiritual  traditions,  such as “the resur-
rection body” and “the glorif ied body” in Christianity,  “the rection body” and “the glorif ied body” in Christianity,  “the 

most  sacred body” (wujud al-aqdas) and “supracelestial most  sacred body” (wujud al-aqdas) and “supracelestial 
body” ( j ism asli  haqiqi)  in Sufism, “the diamond body” in body” ( j ism asli  haqiqi)  in Sufism, “the diamond body” in 

Taoism and Vajrayana,  “the l ight  body” or “rainbow body” Taoism and Vajrayana,  “the l ight  body” or “rainbow body” 
in Tibetan Buddhism, “the body of  bl iss”  in Kriya Yoga,  and in Tibetan Buddhism, “the body of  bl iss”  in Kriya Yoga,  and 

“the immortal  body” (soma athanaton) in Hermeticism.” “the immortal  body” (soma athanaton) in Hermeticism.” 
~Iona Miller~Iona Miller

..
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Sacred beads are a garland of Roses that contain dor-
mant within them,  pearls of wisdom. The practices 
of the prayer beads are being introduced through the 
Opal Rose Teachings to guide, ground and direct the 
awareness inwards,  through prayer. 

The specific prayers we have chosen are related to 
the building of our light quotient, specifically our rain-
bow bridge, the pillar of light that connects our body, 
higher self and oversoul awareness. The Practice is for 
healing, protection and to fundamentally to strength-
en faith during our life as an initiate.

The beads, in times of old, became a tool for divination 
through the lineage of the mysteries school.  Loose 
stones, seeds, gems and crystals would have been 
used, and my belief is the Rose Priestess would have 
used pearls.  The Sones, crystal and pearls are a pow-
erful way to connect, through prayer to the Goddess. 

Priestesses would carry them,   either in their medicine 
bags,  pockets or special traveling altars. Each stone, 
crystal or pearl would have served a similar purpose 
to the beads of the modern Rosary or Mala.  With a 
set prayer being allocated to each stone or pearl, and 
the prayer would have been recited once that stone or 
pearl was touched during the prayer cycle. And with 
the Mala each different stone, pearl or crystal would 
have a specific wisdom key to share. 

The purpose of sharing both methods,  is that,  in es-

sence they both have the same intention. To channel 
and activate the divine power within to strengthen, 
empower and amplify the sacred energies of the spe-
cific prayer and ritual. The more you use this sacred 
tool to spiritual activate your essence the more potent 
it becomes. 

Both the Rosary,  (Christain/catholic tradition) and the 
Mala/prayer beads, (Eastern tradition) are practiced 
individually or within a group.  The Rosary or Rosarium 
has a powerful traditional ritual journey that takes you 
through a specific mystery and into through prayer, 
song and contemplation.  The Mala prayer is activat-
ed through a specific recitation of a particular prayer, 
breathwork and intention. It can also be used through 
physical tantric practices. 

The Rosary Is a deeply special practice dedicated to 
the Virgin Mary and to other saints. It calls forth a spe-
cific level of devotion and humility in our conscious 
connection with the divine. It merges us with Mary or 
the Saint that you are in connection with i.e. Mary Mag-
dalene. It helped us to develop a habit and union with 
the force of the Magdalene breathing her rose essence 
alive. The Holy Rosary is like an umbilical cord to the 
Mother. So that we can align our life to Grace, Love and 
Wisdom. 

PRAYER BEADS
Pearls of wisdom & Communication with the 
Soul
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The Rosary is a tool for ascension integration and pro-
tection. It is said that the Marian rosary was used  in 
honor of the Blessed Mother of Jesus and has been 
used for nearly eight centuries. It was originally pro-
mulgated by St. Dominic as a tool to be used in spir-
itual warfare against the Cathars in medieval France. 

It is a beautiful & power tool for spiritual evolution, 
meditation for activation and manifestation. The Ro-
sary is known as an art of the Catholic order of Chris-
tianity. There is a specific ritualistic path called the 
mysteries that are followed. This is where we ,through 
ceremonial ritual,  follow a specific prayer to connect 
with Jesus Christ. Traveling into a specific ritual act 
of this lineage. However, it is also possible that the 
teachings would have been greatly altered since the 
time of Mary Magdalene and Mother Mary, Initiates 
of the Rose. This way was called the tradition of the 
Rose Pearl which includes the traditional embodiment 
of the Virgin Mary meeting Christ but also it includes 
the mysteries of the Goddess expressed through Mary 
Magdalene and Isis/Auset.  

The Japa Mala Beads is an ancient and holy spir-
itual meditation and tantric practice. To activate the 
authentic and virtual powers of our life-force that lie 
dormant within. The Mala prayer methodology origi-
nates in the ancient times of Lemuria, Atlantis, Egypt 
and through the ancient tradition of the supreme mas-
ters of  India. 

The ancient use of the beads reconnects us to the 
power of Sophia/Shakti that lie dormant within each 
seed, bead or gemstone. 

The Mala is a garland of wisdom that contains the seed 
of life and the mandala of the Rose. This, in essence, is 
the intelligence of light that  activates healing, transfor-
mation, peace and protection through stillness, prayer 
and sacred union. 

Prayer beads and sacred power objects and Talismans 
and highly effective for initiates on the path of the Rose 
who wish to activate spiritual gifts and to devote more 
profoundly to the Path of Love. 

The Mala beads guide and aid in building our light 
quoition and disciple towards our healing and service 
work. It offers a beautiful infrastructure for meditation, 
focus and a holy union with the elements. The more 
the power of practice is built upon the more blessings 
and grace come into your life. 

Spiritual masters first introduced sacred prayer beads, 
to further enhance their own meditations and enlight-
enment. Because of the tremendous positive influenc-
es gained by using malas, the masters soon created 
more — to empower their most devoted students and, 
then, India’s royalty. This is the spiritual tradition that 
is deeply rooted in the Mala Prayer Practice. 
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The oval womb shape of the glyph contains the wisdom of the Womb portal and Yoni to activate the Rose with-
in and the sacred womb mysteries.   The glyph holds the power of Shekinah or shakti life-force in her celestial 
embodiment and represents the eternal fountain of youth and light that we are.  The three folds symbolise 
the three-fold flame of the Magdalene Rose order and the threefold-beauty layers of the Yoni. The three circles 
signify the power of the feminine being born and the eternal cycles of life and immortality of the soul. 

The Glyph holds a sacred map of healing for the womb so that the essence of Sophia, the cosmic Christ con-
sciousness. Connecting, through sacred union,  the lower and higher body aspects, the body and soul, mas-
culine and feminine. The sacred trinity is a part of its spiritual gifts as it activates this lineage of the sacred triad 
healing and rooting through the soul’s origin and blueprint. 

The Glyph represents the multi-dimensional emanation of light that is contained with all colours, rays and 
sounds waves. She is the shape of a womb so as to activate the womb consciousness through the temple body 
and rainbow bridge.

Ritual Full Moon Ceremony~

On the Gemini Full Moon you are being invited to integrate the 5th womb gateway with the Opal Rose glyph 
through sacred Ceremony and ritual. The  5th Womb gateway  location is; imagine or perceive the glyph and 
place the base at the point of the perineum image the oval shape covering the front of the yoni, the opening, 
the top of the pubic bone and around the edges of the vulva. You want to feel the gentle soft presence on top 
and around the whole of the Yoni.  

On the Full Moon imagine the glyph as you moon gaze. Connect to the Moon and draw her light into the 5th 
Rose gateway. Breathe deeply filling the rose centre with Divine Lunar light. You can also do this practice with 
placing your hands in an open venus mudra and imagine the moon light and glyph entering into your mudra. 
Channeling the light and healing directly into the sacred portal of the womb. This practice awakens the root of 
the light body so as to begin the art of oracular yoni practice. 
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OPAL ROSE  OPAL ROSE  
GLYPHGLYPH
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OPAL ROSE 
VISION QUEST

Ѵ ~ Journal what came to you during or after the Rainbow Bridge Practice. 
 

Ѵ ~ Activate you Mala or Rosary by placing it into the centre of your Crystal Grid. 
Use the Mantra provided to activate the beads. 

Ѵ ~ After the Rainbow bridge practice invoke the language of light and write or 
vocalise what you receive.  

Ѵ ~  Synchronise a phase of your menstrual or inner Moon cycle with a Moon 
Ritual. 
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